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I have been involved in the Police and security industry for over 29 years as both a decorated, highly qualified senior
Detective with the Queensland Police Service and also a Senior Security Consultant within the Private Security industry.
My employment with the Queensland Police Service (QPS) commenced in January 1988 and I was decorated with an
Assistant Commissioner’s Award for receiving the highest possible grades during my detective training period. I then
served with distinction for 21 years, the last 12 years as a highly qualified and experienced Senior Detective completing
my service as an operational Team leader at the Drug Squad, State Crime Operations Command. During my time with the
QPS I was the senior Operational Skills and Tactics Instructor for the Drug Squad as well as a lecturer on investigative
courses. I gained invaluable knowledge through a combination of extensive operational experience and the completion of
multiple training courses including the successful attainment of a Bachelor Degree in Policing (Investigations).
In 2009 I became the Executive Officer, Eastern Region for the largest private security company operating within
Afghanistan and had direct control of 1,236 staff. My responsibilities included the security operations of multiple static
site facilities with clients ranging from private civilian contractors, embassy staff and various military commands (US
Dept. of Defense, UK Ministry of Defense, Australian Army). My duties required liaison with the International Security
Assistance Forces (ISAF) and Afghanistan government agencies including the National Army, Police, National Director
of Security and Ministry of Interior. My portfolio also incorporated the provision of an armed mobile security guard force
for fuel and critical mission supply convoys as well as Personal Security Detail (PSD) for safe transit of clients and assets
through what is considered to be one of the most hazardous and difficult operating conditions in the world.
In 2010 I was promoted to Head of Corporate Investigations which required the overview of multiple major investigations
in relation to acts of terrorism, major property theft/ fraud/ damage, drug offences and offences of violence including loss
of life. I have written and implemented numerous Standard Operating Procedures to minimise the occurrence of incidents
in areas under my control and to direct investigations so that they are completed in a timely and accurate manner.
During this period ANSIC was incorporated in Australia to encompass our global operations. I now have clients in Hong
Kong, Singapore, Japan and the Middle East. In 2015 I expanded our operations into Afghanistan where ANSIC became
the primary risk management consultant to the Afghanistan Public Protection Force (APPF) with more than 16,000 armed
guards under our control including nation-wide armed convoy movements and over 435 static sites including military,
commercial and governmental clients. Our role with the APPF requires significant liaison with high level government law
enforcement agencies and security organisations in multiple countries, as well as Crisis Management, Contingency and
Emergency Response Planning, Occupational Health and Safety, Risk and Threat Assessment, staff training,
administrative reporting, and all aspects of general security and risk management related operations within a hostile active
conflict centre.
Coupled with my experience not only in Policing and security is my ongoing self-education and the ability to build and
maintain professional relationships in a business environment. My team and I would make an outstanding contribution to
your organization. _
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